The increasing demand for human activity analysis in surveillance scenarios has been triggered by the emergence of new features and concepts to help in identifying activities of interest. However, the characterisation of individual and group behaviours is a topic not so well studied in the video surveillance community due to not only its intrinsic difficulty and large variety of topics involved, but also because of the lack of valid semantic concepts that relate human activity to social context. In this paper, we address the topic of social semantic meaning in a well-defined surveillance scenario, namely shopping mall, and propose new definitions of individual and group behaviour that consider environment context, a relational descriptor that emphasises position and attention-based characteristics, and a new classification approach based on mini-batches. We also present a wide evaluation process that analyses the sociological meaning of the individual features and outlines the performance impact of automatic features extraction processes into our classification framework. We verify the discriminative value of the selected features, state the descriptor performance and robustness over different stress conditions, confirm the advantage of the proposed mini-batch classification approach which obtains promising results, and outline future research lines to improve our novel social behavioural analysis framework.
Introduction
The increasing research in video surveillance has been demanding the monitoring of complex individual and collective human activities that express the sociological context of a scene, a topic not extensively studied in the literature. In fact, automatic behaviour understanding from video is a very complicated problem. It comprises several hierarchical layers of processing, from low-level features to high-level semantics interpretation. The reduction in this gap is still a challenge in many applications. Mid-level descriptors are often used to bridge this gap, since they intend to robustly represent spatiotemporal relationships between features and objects, including people, to discriminatively detect actions and events, and form atomic elements of a complex activity.
Spatiotemporal trajectory representations are gaining increased attention in surveillance scenarios to analyse human activity and detect abnormal events. However, the research community has been focusing on solving technical problems associated with multitracking techniques and on encoding trajectory-based features to detect individual atomic actions. Some approaches combine scene and object features with trajectory-based descriptors to detect event primitives [26] , while others aggregate interactions measures and cues to analyse small groups of pedestrians [10] . None of them explore the integration of scene objects with individual related features to classify individual and collective behaviour. Modelling human activity within a sociologically principled way has an undeniable value for & Eduardo M. Pereira ejmp@inesctec.pt 1 INESC TEC, Campus da FEUP, Rua Dr. Roberto Frias, 4200 -465 Porto, Portugal both low-level problems such as pedestrian tracking, and high-level applications such as anomaly detection in security and human behaviour prediction for marketing purposes.
Our aim is to address the problem of automatic behaviour understanding in surveillance scenarios. In this way, we have proposed higher levels of semantic concepts that translate relational connections among people in groups considering their characteristics within the scene and environmental context. We have stated that those concepts could be adapted to known state-of-the-art semantic annotations [23] . A video surveillance data set was extended with low-level detection and tracking information and with the proposed high-level concepts, which conveys a novel sociological perspective in the video surveillance community. We have also proposed a descriptor that considers relational information between an individual and the scene, objects of interest, and among individuals themselves. It represents sociological cues by contextual position and attention-based features, which are temporally sampled over a key-point trajectory scheme of multiple scales and are concatenated in histograms. The strength and effectiveness of such a representation were tested with manually annotated information in our previous work [23, 24] , proving its discriminative power and its capability to describe higher abstraction terms for action context.
In this paper, we extended our previous work in several directions. We integrate an automatic procedure to extract the relational features, we evaluate their local and global impact on the classification process, and we inspect their individual relevance for social analysis. We also formulate the classification process in terms of small mini-batches through the trajectory, instead of the whole trajectory, to determine the discriminative power of the descriptor in a short spatiotemporal span and to simultaneously detect the switches between continuous behaviours, namely individual profiles (IPs) and group behaviours (GBs), while classifying the detected segments. The paper's outline is as follows: In Sect. 2, we survey the related work. Next, in Sect. 3, we present the relevant theoretical concepts behind the proposed semantic concepts and the annotation process. A description about the main framework steps is presented next, in Sect. 4 . The experimental setup and results are reported in Sect. 5. Finally, we formulate the conclusions and future work in Sect. 6.
Related work
The automatic recognition of social interactions in video is usually achieved by a system that extracts low-level information, followed by a classification stage. In computer vision, this problem involves many research topics such as object detection, tracking, action discovery, human-to-human and human-to-object interactions recognition. Such tasks are complex and mutually dependent. Knowing how individuals are related to each other considering space structure and social context could provide insight into how actions and reactions define social behaviour in surveillance scenarios [28] .
Regarding the feature extraction phase, trajectory-based dynamics provide intrinsic features that can be used to build useful representations to analyse several applicationdriven interests such as scene topology, event detection, social interpretation, and activity classification.
A common practice is to use trajectory information to model a scene by a topographical map composed of nodes, which are the areas of interest, and edges, which represent the connectivity between those areas and encode the activity of a human. Makris and Ellis [19] classify the areas of interest as entry/exit zones, junctions, intersections, and stop areas, which are defined by trajectory characteristics. Pusiol et al. [26] slow trajectory points define individual topologies which are combined to form the general topology. They segment the trajectories by topology affinity and then use that information to build a descriptor composed of primitive events. They reported that the statistical and geometrical structures inferred from the scene model could be used in a feedback loop, in order to filter out false detections or enrich tracking approaches that incorporate scene context.
Trajectory information helps detecting typical and unusual events. Owens and Hunter [21] applied a self-organising feature map neural network, with trajectories encoded as point-based flow vectors, to learn normal trajectories and detect new event-related trajectories. However, such an approach cannot distinguish between new normal paths and abnormal behaviours. Khalid and Naftel [17] solved that problem by using the Fourier coefficient space instead of the trajectory space. Tests were carried out on simple synthetic and manually annotated data since a global Fourier approximation is not appropriate for complex trajectories. Therefore, such an approach would not perform well on real scenarios.
The sequence of trajectories' characteristics is normally used to extract motion patterns that segment the scene into semantic regions. Pereira et.al [22] proposed a motionbased system that represents the spatial and temporal features of the flow in terms of long-range trajectories, which can be used to segment different motion patterns. This approach effectively captures instantaneous changes and long-range motions, but it needs a large temporal interval to integrate and advect the motion. Wang et al. [33] introduced a clustering algorithm that takes into account similarity and confidence measures between trajectories to obtain clusters of different activities. This type of approach largely depends on the distance measures, which also vary depending on the activities being detected. To overcome those limitations, some methods formulate the problem in a probabilistic way. Wang et al. [32] proposed a nonparametric Bayesian framework. The number of clusters for both the observations of an object on a trajectory and the trajectories is simultaneously learned from a dual hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP). However, since trajectories are modelled as words to be quantised into a codebook, such a representation lacks temporal information.
An extension of activity analysis embeds notions of social psychology, normally applied to discover and characterise groups of people. In the literature, collective behaviour analysis tends to fit into two types of taxonomy: one that considers groups as a collective and homogeneous block where the individual is transformed by the group, the so-called macroscopic studies [37] , and the other that analyses groups as the composition of individual agents that interact with each other and with the environment, the microscopic approaches [12] . The latter type of approach considers cues such as relational connections among people, the focus of attention of each person, geometric scene constraints, and proxemics-based distances.
For our specific scenario, microscopic studies are more suitable but their formulation is not sufficient to derive social semantic behaviour. In fact, they try to simulate pedestrian physical behaviour and infer characteristics about group formation, dispersion, and evolution, but they do not capture individual semantics. Such approaches follow different models such as social force [12] , virtual agents [18] , and cellular automata [3] . In particular, Chang et al. [8] adopted a probabilistic grouping strategy which uses a pairwise spatiotemporal measure among people. A connectivity graph was built for further segmentation of groups and derivation of individual probabilistic models. Each model considers motion type, related to an atomic action, direction distribution and distance change, related to interactions. However, no object-scene relation was considered, and they did not use relational context to describe individual behaviour. Floor fields models [3] effectively aid tracking in crowd scenes, but local attractive and repulsive forces have only physical meaning. A generalisation of discrete choice models (DCM) to obtain different group structures was presented by Qiu and Hu [27] through the inclusion of relational matrices, but they only presented simulations over synthetic data without inferring any type of semantic behaviour.
Ge et al. [10] considered the composition of a crowd by small groups and incorporated a hierarchical clustering technique based on social psychological models. Their results were correlated with ground truth collected from two sources, namely interviews and real-time observers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the closest study that brings together computer vision and sociological fields. However, they did not make the data set publicly available, and they also did not assign semantic collective behaviour into the social environment. Chamveha et al. [13] demonstrated the importance of attention-based cues on video surveillance scenario, normally used in other domains such as meeting analysis. However, their approach took into consideration many features, and they did not evaluate the discriminative value and social meaning of each one. We got inspiration from both works and embed social analysis into a robust descriptor formulation.
This paper brings several contributions over the state of the art: (1) assignment of both IPs and GBs in social environments, and analysis of their mutual dependence; (2) in-depth validation of the proposed social concepts and discussion of the discriminative value and social meaning of each selected feature; (3) evaluation of the descriptor performance and robustness over different stress conditions; (4) inspection of the performance impact of automatic features extraction processes into our classification framework; and (5) a new classification approach based on mini-batches.
3 Semantic concepts and annotation
Semantic concepts
The annotation of human non-verbal behaviour should reveal meaningful representations semantically associated with ontological concepts for human activity. The diversity of theories that intend to explain the link between psychophysiological states and human behaviour has been triggering different representation approaches in the literature that take into consideration temporal processes for actions, spatiotemporal relationships between entities, poses, and gestures, among others.
A general view about human activity analysis was presented by Aggarwal and Ryoo [2] . The authors defined a hierarchical approach where semantic levels were related to an increased complexity of human activity categorisation: (1) gestures, elementary movements of body parts such as raising an arm; (2) actions, atomic activity composed of temporal sequences of gestures such as jumping; (3) interactions, a sequence of single activities between people such as a person hugging another; (4) group activities, single or complex activities performed by a conceptual group such as a group having dinner. Such levels follow an analogy to grammar-based semantics that can be used to map annotation labels to relational inference models, for instance an action is associated with a verb, a gesture to a phrase where the entity is the body part, etc.
Some works have already defined semantic concepts: the division between the part of actions as objects and the poselets closely related to those actions [36] , Allen's temporal predicates were applied to features and entities to model activities with complex structure [29] , the definition of topological and directional relations between persons to build context-free grammars [14] and collective context descriptors [9] .
Our aim is to add and explore semantics in IPs and GBs, a topic which is under-explored in the literature. In terms of IPs, we follow a grammar-based analogy and present an abstraction layer that can be associated with adjectives, since we are qualifying person's behaviour characteristics. In terms of GBs, we adopt the definition of group dynamics presented by Cartwright and Zander [6] that explains the interdependence degree among individuals and their influence over the group behaviour they belong to.
All the individual and collective behaviours were characterised considering the environment as social context. The following IP concepts were defined:
• exploring (Exp.), when no specific interest is revealed, but movement and gaze are coherent with the scene structure and context; • interested (Int.), when an interest by an object in the scene is explicitly revealed; • distracted (Dist.), when no specific interest is revealed which translates into unstructured movement and variability of gaze; • disoriented (Dis.), when confusion concerning interests is revealed, expressed as high variability of movement and gaze along with an unstructured movement.
In terms of GB concepts, the following were identified:
• equally interested (EI), when a group presents a coherent behaviour, i.e. one of the following conditions is satisfied: (1) 
Data set and annotation
We selected the IIT (Israel Institute of Technology) data set and were granted access by the authors [1] . The data set is composed of several real-life surveillance scenarios such as shopping, the subway, and the street. We chose the shopping mall since its context provides well-defined social behaviours. This scenario comprises three videos, but, at the present time, and due to the intensive manual labour involved, only one video has been annotated (83,155 frames with resolution 512 Â 384 @25 fps). The data set, including our annotation, is available upon request. We were advised by staff of the laboratory of social psychology of the University of Porto 1 during the annotation process. They helped us to analyse and identify the IPs and the GBs. We validated the annotation process considering the sociological objective measure proposed by McPhail and Wohlstein [20] , but a complete validation in the field of social psychology would require an intense and continuous observation process of the space. This effort represents a completely new methodology for social annotation of data sets in the field of computer vision. Table 1 summarises some relevant statistics about the annotation, which was subdivided into two levels: (1) lowlevel features, related to human detection and tracking, trajectories were acquired from a bounding box enclosing an annotated person on each frame. Re-identification was not considered. When a person was strongly occluded (approximately more than half of the body), his/her bounding box was not marked. Also, a full-oriented gaze direction ½0
; 360 was annotated over the person's head. Objects of interest in the scene were marked, namely candy box, toy cars, and electric stairs (see Fig. 1b ); (2) high-level semantics, related to IPs and GBs labels, where a trajectory and a group of trajectories reveal different profiles and behaviours, respectively. Group formation and dispersion were also marked.
Since we are dealing with position and attention-based features, the trajectories should be projected onto the ground plane to correctly estimate distances and angles of interest. Such a transformation involves camera calibration and geometry reconstruction steps (see Fig. 1a , b for camera calibration and ground plane projection, respectively). For more details, refer to Pereira et al. [23] .
Proposed framework
In our previous work [23, 24] , we considered the problem of temporally segmenting the behaviour was solved by using the manually annotated data and focusing on the classification task. However, in practice, individual and group behaviours can evolve in time, leaving us with the challenge of simultaneously detecting the transitions between different behaviours and classifying the detected segments. We address this issue by working with minibatches, short enough so that the assumption of constant behaviour holds and long enough to enclose sufficient discriminative information. Indeed, we extend the classification process to work with mini-batches through the trajectory, instead of the whole trajectory, to evaluate the sampling and encoding strength of the proposed descriptor for the detection of IPs and GBs. A deeper analysis of the position and attention-based features in terms of their sociological meaning is conducted, and technical issues related to the bag-of-features (BoF) approach such as sampling, pooling, and feature matching techniques are examined. Finally, automatic procedures for the extraction of low-level information, such as tracking and gaze estimation, are included in the framework and their impact is measured.
General view
Our framework extracts temporally different features through the video. As prior scene knowledge, we mark the position of the objects of interest, previously identified in the annotation process. In each frame, pedestrians are detected and tracked, their gazes estimated, their distances to the closest object of interest computed, and the angle between their gaze and the direction of movement of their neighbours determined. This information is then encoded by our descriptor. In this work, we automate all the features extraction process and, despite not being interested on the automatic detection of transitions between behaviours, we inspect the capacity of the mini-batch approach to help in the detection of transitions among different behaviours. We should highlight that for the analysis of GBs, we considered as solving the problem of group formation and dispersion; therefore, we used the starting and the ending frame of each group from the annotated data, and we know which individuals belong to each group. A preliminary measure that represents the detection of the correct switch between consecutive behaviours is evaluated at extreme (start and end) mini-batches of the corresponding behaviours.
Automatic features extraction
Computer vision techniques for extracting low-level features from videos are usually exploited in a bottom-up way and are used for further high-level inference. In our case, we exploit two basic components: (1) tracking, to provide the trajectory of each individual; (2) head pose estimation, to obtain an approximation of the individual gaze.
Pedestrian tracking
For automatic tracking of pedestrians, a feasibility study was conducted at first, aiming to identify requirements and potential limitations. Based on recent surveys [30, 35] , several promising state-of-the-art algorithms were considered, such as multiple-instance learning (MIL) [4] , boosting [11] , MedianFlow [16] and Track Learn Detect (TLD) [15] . Among these, only two were actually evaluated (boosting and MedianFlow), given the technical issues of the available implementation of MIL (memory leaking) and the unsuitability of TLD for video surveillance scenarios. Boosting has the advantage of online training, and its trade-off between performance accuracy and computational time is controlled by the features used on the appearance model. For its turn, MedianFlow bases its contribution on the penalisation of inconsistent trajectories taken from forward-backward error propagation. These tracking algorithms were integrated into our framework, and some suitable metrics were adopted for performance comparison, Multiple Object Tracking Precision (MOTP) and Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA), from [5] .
Gaze estimation
For automatic gaze estimation, the method presented by Chamveha et al. [7] was adopted. It relies on unsupervised learning of head orientations preceded by several pre-processing tasks: (1) tracking with the head detector from [25] ); (2) walking direction estimation (polyline simplification using the Douglas-Peucker algorithm and line fitting); (3) outlier segment rejection rules; (4) selection of representative images through Mahalanobis distance; (5) oversampling for handling imbalanced data. For the tracker, we selected the boosting tracking algorithm, and for the head detection we integrated the fastHOG library [25] into our framework. The fine-tuned parameters of the head detection technique are summarised in Table 2 , where e is the threshold for the Douglas-Peucker algorithm, and s n ; s l ; s var are the thresholds for rules no. 2, 3, 4, respectively, for outlier segment rejection. 2 Figure 2 presents the eight head orientations (classes) considered for gaze estimation and an example for each class. More representative images, which result from the preprocessing steps and further used as training data, are illustrated in Fig. 3 . Note that the head images are converted to grey scale, normalised, and resized to 20 Â 22 pixels.
Relational descriptor
We model human behaviour in terms of space layout, social environment, and non-verbal behavioural interactions. Such social signalling constraints involve attention and position-based cues, which were extracted spatially at each key-point trajectory and temporally at each frame.
In terms of IPs, the following features were taken:
• Angular direction change, a si , is the angular variation of movement of the individual between consecutive sampling times (in our case, consecutive frames).
• Distance of interest, d io , expresses the distance between individual position and the object of interest.
• Direction of interest, b gi , which is the gaze direction.
• Velocity, v i , expresses the instantaneous velocity of the individual at the sampling time.
In terms of GBs, our selection was inspired by the feature-based study of Chamveha et al. [13] . Our aim is to simplify feature identification and collection while keeping global discriminative value. This process is expressed by the number of features as well as the number of measurements required to acquire a complete feature. For instance, Chamveha et al. [13] identified four attention-based and five position-based features, and all their measurements, except two, were collected over pairwise individual relations. In our case, we only considered five features, and only two of them involve pairwise measurements. Another difference is that in [13] for each feature they consider each single pairwise relation per sampling step, while in our case we compute a single global contribution for each feature per sampling step.
Considering the GBs, the following features were taken at each sampling time: • Average velocity,ṽ g , is the average of the instantaneous velocities of all individuals within a group.
• Average distance,d g , is the average distance between a pair of individuals, considering all the pairwise relations within a group.
• Velocity variance, var½v g , is the variance of the instantaneous velocities of all individuals within a group.
• Looking at each other, laeo g , is a pairwise relationship and expresses the minimum angle difference between the individual's gaze and the displacement vector between both individual's positions. For each individual, we just considered individuals which fall inside his field of view. This measurement is determined as the mean square error (MSE) of all the differences.
• Profiles, P p , reflects the occurrence of IPs within a group. In this case, no global measure per sampling step is computed. All profiles contributions are considered individually.
Our descriptor is inspired by Takahashi et al. [31] . The features extracted during a pre-defined number of frames are collected and encoded into our fixed-length descriptor to be used in a bag-of-features (BoF) approach. The key points along each trajectory are given by
where P u is a set of points in the T u trajectory, p x u is the set of its x-coordinates, p y u is the set of its y-coordinates, and t 1 and t 2 are the starting and ending frames, respectively.
For each feature, the values collected during a minibatch are encoded into a multi-scale histogram controlled by R 2 N, the number of granularity levels. Considering the feature f 0 extracted along the trajectory T u , its multiscale representation of size R is given by the vector 
Classification
The descriptor is fixed length to be embedded into a BoF classification approach. The codebook was build by running k-means over a subset of the annotated data, and the obtained centres form the vocabulary to be used on further training and classification processes. We trained a multiclass classifier to identify the different IPs and GBs. The sampling follows a key-point trajectory strategy, where each descriptor is extracted (as explained in Sect. 4.3) over a temporal length, s, expressed in seconds. Each bag is composed by consecutive descriptors and its length is controlled by C. In the case of GBs, individual trajectories and gaze orientations within each group are time aligned. The length of the mini-batch, M i , is given by the number of bags that it might contain (Fig. 4) . The final fixed-length BoF descriptor used for classification can be build at different levels. In this work, we investigate two levels: (1) coarse mini-batch, where the whole individual trajectory (IP) or the entire group set (GB) information is used as sample, the fixed-length BoF descriptor is computed from all the bags and the final classification is taken from it; (2) fine mini-batch, where the bags are used as individual samples, for each one a fixed-length BoF descriptor is build and a classification is undertaken at the mini-batch level, and the final classification is inferred from a combination of the predicted labels at each mini-batch, either for IP or for GB. On both approaches, the final descriptor vector for each sample is a histogram obtained by nearest cluster counting, which is used as input for an SVM classifier. We adopted a k-fold cross-validation process, maintaining class proportions, to obtain the final classification results for each behaviour. However, in some cases, due to the high class imbalance, we report the classification results under a stratified k-fold cross-validation setting.
We also investigate two components under the classification framework: (1) feature matching, which is related to the coding step and whose importance relies on a correct cluster histogram matching between the descriptor and the obtained vocabulary; under this component, we also studied the impact of the distance measure; (2) pooling strategy, which is related to the way the encoded features are summarised to form the final descriptor representation and whose combination defines the discriminative power of the descriptor. For the former one, we normalise the individual feature's histograms and the global descriptor histogram. After that, we compute each histogram matching independently and combine the distances on the final descriptor by either the average or the max value. For the latter, we change the temporal length of the bag, C, and consider two pooling configurations, average and max, for all the descriptors within each bag.
To inspect feature importance on the final descriptor, we use the relief-F method. However, since the descriptor obtained from the BoF approach is a histogram, it cannot be applied directly because each bin represents a word, which is a combination of several features. In this way, we did a backward procedure starting from the discrete parts of the descriptor (clusters), until the individual feature bins: 1) cluster ranking, C r i , to each cluster was applied the relief-F technique and an importance ranking was obtained; 2) feature bin ranking, F r j , on each cluster the previous step was applied again, resulting in a ranking of bins. Each bin corresponds to an individual feature, described in Sect. 4.3. The final individual feature importance was obtained by
where C is the number of clusters, B is the number of bins on each cluster, and the condition l j ¼ k permits to take into consideration the feature bins that correspond to feature's label k. Inspection of this feature selection process is useful to formulate conclusions about the social meaning of each feature.
Results
Under this section, we present results for the entire classification framework. Several steps are evaluated such as feature importance, matching and pooling strategies, a comparison of the mini-batch approach at two levels is conducted, the impact of the automatic feature extraction process over the final results is measured, and the accuracy of the descriptor is estimated considering tracking loss and feature variation. The evaluation is conducted in the novel data set detailed in Sect. 3.2, and the classification results consider three standard parameters: accuracy (A), recall (R), and precision (P); and sometimes, when relevant, the F 1 -score (F) is also presented.
Automatic pedestrian tracking
Considering the selected tracking algorithms in Sect. 4.2.1, namely boosting and MedianFlow, we obtained the results for the measures MOTP and MOTA that clearly show the best performance of the boosting approach (see Table 3 ). The analysis of Fig. 5 corroborates the previous conclusion, since the density of the trajectories extracted from boosting algorithm is closer to the density of the manual trajectories than the trajectories extracted from the MedianFlow, which exhibit problems related to the temporal continuity of the tracking process. However, we also verified that the boosting algorithm shows some errors derived from tracking loss. Figure 6 illustrates the comparison of both algorithms results with the manual annotation for individual trajectories, where we can clearly see the tracking failures. In fact, despite the recent advances, the state-of-the-art algorithms still underperform in cluttered environments that present many occlusions. Additionally, the trackers in consideration are single track; therefore, they do not take into account the multi-person coexistence and interactions in order to jointly improve the final tracking. We should highlight that no pre-processing technique such as filtering or background subtraction, and post-processing technique like non-maximum suppression or scene knowledge were used to improve the performance of the tracking algorithms. In terms of computational effort, this step is dependent of the tracker algorithm's performance and is conducted for each pedestrian individually. Its execution is slower than real time, around 10 fps. For MOTP, the lower is the better, while in MOTA, the higher is the better 
Automatic gaze estimation
The gaze estimation performance considers two tracking data, from boosting and from ground truth. The evaluation is assessed by two different methods: (1) from Chamveha et al. [7] , which considers the auto-determined walking directions as the ground-truth labels of the persons' head orientations; (2) from ground truth (GT), using our annotated data. The results are given in Table 4 and reported on the three standard metrics, namely precision (P), recall (R) and accuracy (A). Figure 7 shows the corresponding confusion matrixes, and Fig. 8 illustrates the number of representative images per gaze orientation index automatically generated. More specifically, we considered eight head orientations (classes), assigned anticlockwise with 45 in between, i.e. first class is ''looking right'', second is ''looking upper-right'' and so forth.
As expected, the evaluation method from Chamveha et al. [7] reports significantly better results, as depicted in the third column of Table 4 . However, the generated samples are additionally tested with our manual annotation, and the expected deterioration of the results is shown in the fourth column. Finally, Table 4 also shows slightly better results for manual annotation as tracking data, since the tracking loss usually causes less representative images for head orientation and even false positives in some cases.
The confusion matrixes from Fig. 7 correspond to the same four situations from Table 4 , respectively, and it can be observed the same difference in the results obtained with the two evaluation methods, when comparing Fig. 7a , c with b, d. In particular, the nearly perfect classification of the labels 3, 4, 7, 8 from Fig. 7c is caused by the very few samples for those walking directions, as illustrated in Fig. 8 . The work in [7] uses oversampling to handle imbalanced data, but it shows no effect in our data set where, due to environment constrains, the constant flow of pedestrians is restricted to a diagonal path where the 1, 2, 5, 6 walking directions are very frequent (see Fig. 2 ), causing a severe unbalance of the samples. This step is conducted in offline mode due to the several tasks involved, described in Sect. 4.2.2, specially for the head detection, which is the most demanding task in terms of computational load; for instance, the sample acquisition from the whole video required around one and a half day. Table 5 presents the impact of the boosting algorithm, for the extraction of trajectories, on the overall classification results when compared with the manual annotation, for IPs and GBs (see rows AT-MG and MT-MG, respectively). As expected, the automatic tracking causes a deterioration of the results. Inspecting the second and third rows, we verified that most of the performance drop from the automatic feature extraction is due to the tracking failures (see Fig. 6 ). In general, the negative impact is higher on GBs than IPs, which is obvious, since one of the features used to identify a G.B is the inferred label of the IP that can be affected directly by the automatic tracking. We also verified that BI and UI are the most impaired, which is also expected since their behaviour is highly dependent on their trajectories, while CHAT. is mostly affected by detection, since it represents free-standing conversational groups and EI is the predominant class with a large number of samples. In terms of IPs, the Int. is the most compromised, the Exp. is the less affected since it is the most representative class, and the Dist. and Dis. reveal the largest significative drop since, by definition, they are the most dependent on the trajectory behaviour, specially the Dis. which in fact shows the worst result with automatic tracking. Indeed, all the results are affected by the eventual loss of tracks and their random movement later on (see Fig. 6 ). Table 5 also presents the impact of gaze estimation, for the extraction of head directions, on the overall classification results w.r.t. the manual annotation, for IPs and GBs (see rows MT-AG and MT-MG, respectively). We verified that all the IPs, with the exception of the Dis., benefit from a small improvement, which can be explained by a regularisation derived from the discretisation of the head directions, thus eliminating some noise from the manual annotation since this process involves some errors due to low image resolution and small size of persons in the scene. In fact, the Int. profile is the one that presents the higher improvement, since it is the one with less gaze Table 4 Evaluation of the gaze estimation performance (%) for two tracking data (boosting and GT) and for two evaluation methods (Chamveha et al. [7] and comparing with GT) variation, just corroborating the previous conclusion. However, the Dis. profile shows a performance drop since, by definition, it should present a high variability in gaze direction, thus affecting its performance due to the imbalance of classes previously stated. Considering GBs, a small degradation is confirmed in all of them.
Impact of automatic feature extraction on classification

Classification
To analyse our descriptor performance, we compare the classification results with a baseline descriptor, which is composed by the same type of features enumerated in Sect.
4.3, but instead of considering a multi-scale histogram from the features, it simply considers the mean, l, and standard deviation, r, of each feature, except for the P p feature. For the case of GBs, we add a state-of-the-art descriptor, referred here as Chamveha, that builds over our multi-scale descriptor formulation but uses the features presented in [13] . Under our experiments, R ¼ 3 showed a good trade-off between accuracy and dimensionality length, which leads to a 112 and 116 dimensional descriptor vector for IPs and GBs, respectively. For exhaustive classification evaluation, we adopted a twofold cross-validation repeated over 10 random iterations. In order to obtain fair results, we kept classes proportions from the original data set for each fold. Since the imbalance among the classes is very high (see Table 1 ), we randomly replicate the samples by a percentage, q, in the training fold, while maintaining fixed the number of samples of the most representative class and increasing proportionally the remaining classes.
Settings
Using the trajectories and gazes manually annotated, we ran experiments over different parameter settings and compared results over an overall F 1 -score. The experiments consider several classifiers, replication percentage of the training set, variations on descriptor temporal length s, bag size C, and the size of the vocabulary, K. Several classifiers were tested such as multi-layer perceptrons (MLP), random trees (RTree), gentle AdaBoost, normal Bayes, and Support Vector Machine (SVM), among others.
For sake of simplicity, we only report in this work the F 1 score of each classifier for each IP and GB in Table 6 to support our conclusions. We observed that the SVM classifier presents the best overall performance; therefore, a deeper analysis was conducted over different kernels, namely linear, polynomial, RBF and intersection, verifying the best results for the intersection kernel. Several C-SVM values were tested as input, ranging from 2 À2 to 2 8 , and chosen the one that optimise the F 1 score. Table 7 summarises the tested parameters and their best values verified empirically. This step is very time efficient. Since the trajectories and gazes were already computed in offline mode and the objects of interest are known, the descriptor's computation is far more faster than real time. Although the offline design of the classifier takes around ten minutes, the prediction operation is also faster than real time.
Feature importance
The proposed backward feature selection technique, explained in Sect. 4.4, permits us to evaluate individual feature importance under the classification framework. Inspection of Fig. 9 shows that for IPs the features have well-defined and layered contributions, highlighting the relevant role of the gaze feature. On the other hand, GBs feature analysis shows a more balanced importance among features, proving their similar importance over the descriptor.
Feature Strategy and Matching Distance
To analyse this component, we compared two histogram matching techniques, namely the average and the max, where the distances between the individual feature's histograms of the final descriptor are computed and the final distance is considered to be the average or the max of them, respectively. In this way, the distances from all clusters are Fig. 8 The obtained number of representative images per gaze orientation index Table 5 Classification results (%) for all IPs and GBs. considering our descriptor and combinations of manual (M) and automatic (A) feature extraction processes for tracking (T) and gaze (G) EI BI UI CHAT. Avg. stored and a decision is made taking one of both techniques. For evaluation, we considered the F 1 -score measure of both matching strategies fixing the pooling scheme.
Inspecting Table 8 , we can verify that in general the average matching presents better results than the max. This difference is lower when classifying the IPs, specially when the max is taken, but a drastic performance drop is obtained while classifying the GBs. This can be explained by several factors: (1) more variability, since each group is represented by a global behaviour that depends on the number of individuals within it and their profile's variance; (2) more separability among GBs, by definition two of the classes are highly distinguishable, namely Exploring and Chatting; (3) similar features contribution for the descriptor, as stated on the previous Sect. 5.4.2; (4) lower correlation among features, which is pretty well represented looking at the values of the correlation distance in Table 8 .
Concerning the matching distance, it is obvious that the worse one is the correlation distance, while the remaining present similar performance. Since the average matching technique presents better results for all the classes, we select the intersection distance, which also reveals the best classification. The combination of the histogram intersection measure with the intersection kernel SVM corroborates that the combination of both generate better visual codebooks under unsupervised learning [34] .
Pooling strategy
The goal of the pooling strategy is to achieve invariance over possible transformations, provide compact representations, and achieve higher performance removing irrelevant information. Indeed, the pooling strategy could modify the BoF representation. In this way, we investigate whether the temporal length of bags, C, and their mode of aggregation affect the final classification performance.
Overall evaluation confirms that average pooling technique performs better than the max pooling technique, specially when classifying the GBs, which makes sense since more information is collected by bag. The difference between both is small, but significant enough to be considered. This leads us to conclude that since each descriptor is extracted by key-point trajectory sampling, all the sampling points are relevant for the final representation of the trajectory.
Descriptor performance
In this section, we simulated two anomalous behaviours that might affect the descriptor performance: (1) tracking loss, where some trajectories' segments were removed; (2) noise variation, where different degrees of noise in terms of the variation of r were injected into the trajectories and gazes. Both conditions try to simulate tracking and gaze estimation loss and errors. For the training test, we use samples without any kind of perturbation.
From Fig. 10a , b, we verified a slightly decrement of performance. However, what is important to retain is that the fluctuation of performance is higher on IPs than on GBs, which means that GBs are less sensitive to tracking loss and that our descriptor can characterise small temporal segments with a similar performance than the whole set of segments that constitute the IP or GB. Both statements confirm the evidence that will be stated in next Sect. 5.4.6, which shows that the fine mini-batch approach presents a performance similar to the coarse mini-batch approach for GBs and a slightly worse for IPs. We should also highlight that the simulation of segments loss was done at the level of the bag and not at the level of the key points (tracking level); therefore, despite the remotion of some segments, the remaining ones keep the temporal structure.
The noise variation in gaze and trajectory also affects the performance. Figure 10c, d shows a decreasing function with an initial steepest drop. As expected, the negative impact on GBs is higher than the IPs due to the relational features involved among individuals of the same group. Considering our descriptor and the best parameters of our framework, stated in Table 7 Bold values are the best results when comparing all the results related to a specific experience The decrease in performance could have been even higher if there was not the compensation effect of the average velocity and average distance. As Fig. 9b shows, those two features contribute the most to the recognition of the GBs. The respective average attenuates the fluctuations in velocity and distance, caused by noise variation in trajectory. In fact, such smoothing could be the reason for some oscillations in the performance curve even with the increase in noise.
Mini-batch approaches
As stated in Sect. 4.4, the fine mini-batch approach uses the bags as samples and the final classification result of the whole individual trajectory (IP) or the entire group set (GB) is obtained considering the most predominant label along all the bags. The main theoretical advantage of the fine mini-batch over the coarse mini-batch approach is its dynamic nature, since if not prior knowledge about the starting and ending time of any IP or GB is known, the coarse mini-batch approach is useless, while the fine minibatch can provide more detailed information about the temporal behaviour of IPs and GBs. Therefore in this section, we examine the robustness of the fine mini-batch level in order to suppress the coarse mini-batch level. Table 9 shows the classification results for IPs and GBs under both combinations of manual and automatic features extraction. For the GBs and assuming manual annotation, we stated a clear advantage of both multi-scale histogram descriptors, Chamveha and ours, over the baseline. EI and CHAT behaviours are the most well defined. It is expectable that for the EI behaviour the performance difference between the baseline and remaining descriptors to be the smallest one. The overall low performance on CHAT behaviour can be explained by the small number of samples. In overall, our descriptor presents the best results over all the GBs and has a better recall rate that should be emphasised rather than the precision rate for surveillance systems.
Considering automatic features extraction, the baseline performance decreases less than both multi-scale histogram descriptors, which suffer a high marked drop. However, their results are even better than the baseline with manually annotated data. This shows that the discretisation of multiscale histogram can be affected and confused by tracking and gaze estimation errors. By its way, the small reduction undertaken by the baseline descriptor, which only includes the mean and standard deviation of each feature, proves that our descriptor covers a good selection of discriminative features to describe individual interactions within a group and that a global measurement that includes single occurrences could be representative enough to identify a collective behaviour. Our descriptor was highly affected probably because the tracking and gaze estimation failures introduce noise that is captured by the multi-scale histogram, which is cancelled out by the smoothing of the baseline. The Chamveha descriptor slightly superimposes to our descriptor; therefore, we might conclude that since it has more features they might complement each other in the presence of extraction failure. However, it also sustains the importance of our descriptor sampling strategy as an effective representation over time. In this scenario, the Chamveha descriptor presents a higher overall recall rate.
In terms of IPs analysis, our descriptor presents the best overall result for both manual and automatic feature extraction. However, we observe the same drastic reduction in our descriptor and just a small decay of the baseline while using automatic features. The Int. profile is the one with the worst degradation for our descriptor, probably because its dependence with the gaze feature and it is the one which presents the most structured movement aligned with the objects of interest of the scene; therefore, perturbations on tracking and gaze estimation affect its performance. Table 10 shows a comparison of performance between the coarse mini-batch and the fine mini-batch approaches. In terms of GBs, both methods obtain similar results, with a slightly higher improvement margin for the coarse minibatch approach while using manual annotation. A deeper analysis of each GB reveals an overall stable result for the fine mini-batch approach considering the automatic feature extraction. Therefore, we might conclude that the fine minibatch method is preferred since its performance is not Bold values are the best results when comparing all the results related to a specific experience significantly different than the coarse mini-batch approach, while having the advantage of being smoother and more stable. Considering the IPs, an advantage of the coarse minibatch approach over the fine mini-batch is verified when considering the manual data. However, for automatic feature extraction the fine mini-batch performs considerable better than the coarse mini-batch. In fact, the fine minibatch approach keeps similar classification results with both manual and automatic data. As stated on previous Sect. 5.4.5, the IPs are more sensitive to noise and feature extraction failures than the GBs; therefore, an obvious conclusion is that the fine mini-batch approach brings stability to the classification, since the collected information is more compact and consequently the descriptor becomes less error prone.
In order to obtain a measure of confidence for the decision of the fine mini-batch approach, two evidence scores are taken. Both consider the ratio between the number of predominant labels and the total number of bags, and they are: (1) EN, which is the evidence of false detections and indicates the level of confidence of false negative occurrences; (2) EP, which is the evidence of true detections and gives the score of true positive occurrences. For an excellent decision process, we expect a high EP and a low EN Inspecting Table 11 , and we stated that our descriptor presents high values for both metrics, higher for EP than for EN. This leads us to conclude that the fine mini-batch approach keeps a constant behaviour along the entire trajectory, for the IP, or the whole group, for the GB. This regularity among the mini-batches emphasises the discriminative power of this approach.
Since one of the advantages of the fine mini-batch approach is its dynamic nature, which can help to determine the switch behaviour between IPs and GBs, we measured the recognition rate at the extreme bags, initial and final, of the IPs and GBs and reported them at Table 12 . In general, we stated that the recognition rate is Bold values are the best results when comparing all the results related to a specific experience directly related to the number of samples of IPs or GBs, and there is an overall impairment of results for the automatic features extraction, with the exception of the Dis. profile.
Sociological meaning of features
In this section, we inspect the sociological meaning of each individual feature within our descriptor and corroborate their importance for final classification as stated in Sect. 5.4.2. Inspecting Table 13 , and considering the GBs, we verified the importance of the individual profiles, P p . By sociological definition [6] , it makes sense since each profile encloses a well-defined behaviour by itself, and the combination of all the individuals is what mainly defines the group behaviour. However, higher values were expected since the definitions of our GBs concepts are highly dependent on individual profiles. This leads us to conclude that the manual annotation should be revised. Indeed, the annotation process is extremely hard not only because of the difficulties associated with low-level features such as gaze (affected by image resolution, camera viewpoint and perspective), but mainly because the decision to choose for the correct IP or GB, which is a subjective process despite the rules imposed (see Sect. 3.1). We also stated that remaining features provide similar performance, confirming the feature importance analysis carried out in Sect. 5.4.2. Just the inclusion of the profiles, P p , leads to a high performance rate; however, since they are also acquired from a similar classification process, noise and errors are introduced. In general, all the features contribute to the classification process and their mutual combination appears to be the most reliable option. We should highlight that we did not yet ran experiments on GBs classification considering the profiles from automatic IPs classification.
In terms of IPs, also a clear improvement is observed when all the features are aggregated. Indeed, this shows that they complement each other, which validate sociological theories that based their studies on several features to learn complex person behaviour [6] . We verified important observations: (1) for the Dis. profile all the contribution comes from the gaze feature, which makes sense since this is the profile with the highest gaze variability; (2) for the Exp. profile the predominant benefit comes from the speed, since it is the one that presents the lowest speed and this characteristic can help to discriminate it; (3) for the Int. profile the distance to nearest object of interest reveals the highest contribution, which in fact defines this profile; and (4) for the Dist. profile all the features assume similar roles, since its behaviour could vary depending on scene context.
As a reference of confidence, we conducted a final experiment to measure the features importance. We Bold values are the best results when comparing all the results related to a specific experience considered a twofold stratified cross-validation scheme, where the class proportions are approximately equal on each fold, over 100 random iterations. In this way, we try to measure features importance of balanced data sampling. Table 14 shows that CHAT and Dis., the G.B and IP with less samples, respectively, largely improve their performance. We also notice, as expected, that the classes with more samples, namely EI and Exp., decrease their classification results. The uniform distribution of samples among the training and testing sets improves, by a significant margin, the overall results for IPs and GBs, which states the importance of the selected features.
Conclusions
In this work, we addressed the characterisation of individual profiles and collective behaviours within a social context in a surveillance scenario. For this purpose, we elaborated semantic concepts sustained on social psychology principles and embedded them into the annotation of a novel video surveillance data set for human activity recognition, validated by experts on the sociological field. We extend our previous relational descriptor study to a deep analysis along several steps of the classification framework, propose a new formulation for the classification process, conduct an evaluation of the sociological meaning of the individual features, and outline the performance impact of automatic process into the classification results. In this way, we present a complete automatic framework for analysis of social behaviour. We have shown that automatic features extraction could impair the classification results, specially from tracking; therefore, pre-processing and post-processing techniques should be included to improve each feature extraction. Also, deep learning techniques could be an interesting line of work to follow in order to suppress the dependency on the correct extraction of low-level handcraft features such as tracking. The proposed mini-batch approach with different levels reveals promising performance, and its dynamic behaviour might be a great advantage for a realtime recognition framework of human activity in surveillance scenarios. For future work, such approach could benefit if embedded into temporal models such as HMM (hidden Markov model) to add sequential information, reduce ambiguity, and help to detect automatic switch among consecutive IPs or GBs.
We also verified the discriminative value of single features and their sociological meaning was justified. From that analysis, we state that some features should be emphasised depending on the IP or GB. In this way, the inclusion of a multiple kernel method in the classification could help to improve features importance. The problematic of imbalanced classes should be studied. Future work should also address the annotation process, through the extension to the remaining videos of our data set to validate the assumptions used here in other crowded scenarios, and, probably, preferring a soft-label annotation, in a continuous system coordinates of attributes or a combination of labels such as the ones normally used on affective computing, instead of the current hard-label annotation that might prejudice a correct classification process. 
